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The Chairperson,

Committee on Foreign Affairs

Parliament of the Republic of Ghana

State House, Accra.

Dear Sir,

PETITION FOR IMMEDIATE ACTIONS TOWARDS THE EVACUATION OF GHANAIAN
STUDENTS STRANDED IN UKRAINE AND URGENT CONSIDERATION OF PLANS TO
EVACUATE STUDENTS IN RUSSIA AS ANDWHEN IT BECOMES NECESSARY.

The National Union of Ghana Students observes with fear and worry, the escalation of conflict
between Ukraine and Russia which has resulted in an all-out war.

ON UKRAINE

As of 23rd February, 2022, the Union made calls on government to immediately evacuate students from
Ukraine to safeguard their lives at a time when the only military actions by Russia in Ukraine, was the
declaration of Lugansk and Donetsk as independent territories from Ukraine and proceeded to occupy
the area on a supposed peacekeeping mission. In a rather anticlimactic turn of events, there has been
several air and land strikes in Ukraine during the dawn of Thursday 24th February. This happens at a
time when over 1,200 Ghanaian Students are in several parts of Ukraine.

It is obvious now that our earlier recommendation for airlifting students with same approach used in
the evacuation of students from China during the advent of COVID19 is no longer tenable. However,
the necessity of an evacuation in these times cannot be overemphasized. Evacuation must be done now
not because it is convenient but because it is the only option which guarantees the safety of Ghanaian
lives in Ukraine. This is because their present situation is dire and requires urgent actions.

We have maintained close correspondence with our colleagues in Ukraine and can confirm the
following conditions since the start of the airstrikes.

1. Students are stranded in their hostels and apartments without supply of food, water and
toiletries. Food supplies are running out in supermarkets, making it difficult for students to
stock up even if there should be an opening. This is due to a lack of warning and directives
from our mission responsible for Ukraine, for them to prepare for the emergency. There had
been no formal notice or advisory from the honorary consulate in Kyiv nor the Embassy in
Bern, Switzerland as of 23rd February, 2022.
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2. We have confirmed strikes targeted at military installments in Sumy, Eastern Ukraine have
affected areas inhabited by some Ghanaian Students. We can mention specifically the Agrarian
University Hostel. Those students are currently under bomb shelters. From videos sent by the
students who are sheltered particularly in the Olekviska Intra City Metro Station, we observed
congestion of the station, with walkways filled by people to the brim. This situation poses risk
of transfer of infectious diseases especially tuberculosis and COVID19.

3. Students who had earlier bought tickets to exit Ukraine had their flights canceled due to the
general shutdown on commercial flights to and from Ukraine. Intercity transportation has also
ceased.

4. We have confirmed there has been intermittent interruptions in internet connections in Kyiv,
Kharkiv, Ternopil, Evano and other areas. This development is very likely attributable
cyberattacks. This places us as a country at a risk of losing communication with our fellow
citizens out there. Automatic teller machines have also ceased working since the military
actions began. This leaves most students stranded without cash on them.

5. Death tolls so far includes civilian numbers in the hundreds though no Ghanaian has been
stated to be involved. It is however worth noting that if the strikes are said to be targeted at
military installments and yet civilians are being lost this rapidly, we need no telling that anyone,
just any one including a Ghanaian could become a casualty.

6. We have reports that there are some undocumented Ghanaian citizens, most of whom went to
Ukraine with student visas but remained in the country without proper documentation after
their visas have expired. These category of Ghanaians may face various challenges in times
like this.

7. Premised on (5) above and per our engagement with the Ministry of Foreign affairs on
Thursday,24th February, 2022, it obvious that the consulate and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
lacks data to determine realistic estimates of the total number of Ghanaians (both students and
non-students). This poses a great risk to efforts to mobilize all Ghanaians for evacuation.

We at the National Union of Ghana Students maintain that evacuating our students is the single
most effective response to this situation. We therefore make the following recommendations which
must all be geared ultimately towards evacuation,

1. Parliament should direct and supervise our mission in Switzerland through the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs to take immediate steps to make food, water and sanitary materials
available to students while preparation for evacuation is underway. The embassy must
improve its communication with students and establish formal means of giving out
information to reassure the students who are losing hope in our systems.
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2. Given the circumstances that commercial air flights are all grounded, students should be
transported to neighboring countries like Poland, Slovakia and Romania. Poland has given
a 15day transit period to Non-EU citizens to transit to their home countries. It is important
that Ghana uses this window of opportunity before its shut. As of this morning, we have
been reliably informed that some students have attempted exiting through Poland but had
difficulties since the Polish Immigration is giving priority to countries who have made
diplomatic arrangements with them for passage of their citizens. We highly recommend
that the government of Ghana reaches out to the Polish Ambassador and arrange for easy
passage of Ghanaians. We must emphasize that land transportation to neighboring
countries for purposes of evacuation be done under strict security and diplomatic advice.

3. Parliament must investigate what appears to be negligence on the part of the honorary
consulate in Kyiv and the Embassy in Bern, Switzerland for failing to give any warnings
or advisory notes to guide students and Ghanaians in Ukraine at large. We believe the
silence of the Embassy and the Consulate contributed to us losing the window of
opportunity to evacuate earlier. There are students who could have left Ukraine long ago
but did not take the threat of danger seriously until the air strikes of the dawn of 24th
February. This was because the consulate which was supposed to give these warnings
failed to do so even while other foreign missions in Ukraine warned their citizens. We
need this apparent negligence investigated swiftly.

ON RUSSIA

It appears that the conversation on the safety of Ghanaian Students in the conflict areas has shifted
largely to the students in Ukraine and less is being said about those in Russia. We believe this is
due to a certain impression that Russia is completely safe since it is the Russians carrying out an
invasion into Ukraine. This impression is misguided and same must be corrected. History teaches
us that Japan was on the offensive during world war two and was almost seen as invincible until
the Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombings. Whereas no one knows what this conflict would result into,
an assumption that one side is perpetually insulated from damages from the other will be
dangerous and perhaps suicidal.

In our interactions with NUGS Chapter Leadership, it appears they feel overly comfortable and do
not even wants talks about threats of danger in Russia mentioned. The dynamics of this conflict
includes military alliances and power blocs. As of now, the United States and Europe have not
expressed readiness to join forces with Ukraine but same cannot be concluded as Ukraine being
alone.
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We therefore strongly recommend that parliament as a voice of authority, cautions Ghanaians in
Russia and make them realize the threat of danger. The embassy in Russian must also be on high
alert and give timely precautions whenever necessary.

We hope that the committee would take up the issues we have raised as soon as possible.

Please accept the assurances of our highest esteem.

Signed.

Pius Theophlius Baidoo
Secretary for International Relations
0557336886

Prince Danso Tenakwah
General Secretary-NUG UKRAINE Chapter
0544681318

Abdul Raman Dauda
Head of Integration-NUGS UKRAINE Chapter.
0203336694

Julius Kwame Anthony
General Secretary
0202252271

Yiadom Boakye Emmanuel.
NUGS President
024 697 0434


